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Sorrento & the Amalfi Coast 

Cultural and Gastronomic 

 

1st day: Sorrento 
Arrival at the airport of Rome or Naples and transfer to your Hotel on the Sorrentine peninsula. 
Accommodation, dinner and overnight. (according to arriving time possibility of organizing and excursion). 

2nd day: Sorrento and its surroundings 
After breakfast, guided tour of Sorrento and its beautiful surroundings, discovering the spectacular 
landscapes that this coastline offers and visiting the most important places of the city. Lunch in a local farm 
where you will see how mozzarella cheese is made, taste the local olive oil along with other local products. 
In the afternoon, visit to a gelato shop and a local limoncello maker with demos and tastings. Dinner and 
overnight in your hotel. 

3rd day: Pompeii & Vesuvius 
After breakfast, departure for Pompeii, guided visit of the ancient city which was completely covered by the 
lava of the Vesuvius in 79 after AD. Lunch and wine tasting in a famous wine yard on the slopes of the 
Vesuvius. In the afternoon visit of the Vesuvius reaching 1000 metres, possibility to take an alpine guide 
and reach the crater at 1281m. Dinner and overnight in your hotel. 
 
4th day: Naples and the Archaeological Museum 
After breakfast, departure for Naples. Guided panoramic tour of the city with, Posillipo, Santa Lucia, 
Mergellina, guided visit of the historical centre with Piazza del Plebiscito, the San Carlo Theatre, Galleria 
Umberto. Lunch will be with the famous Pizza. In early afternoon visit of the archaeological museum where 
most of the hidden treasures of Pompeii and Herculaneum are exposed. Dinner and overnight in your hotel. 

5th day: Amalfi Coast 
After breakfast, departure for your guided tour of the beautiful Amalfi coast, panoramic photo stop in 
Positano, a beautiful town marked by its distinguishing architecture. Arrival in Amalfi for the visit of the 
town and of the famous dome. Free time for lunch, then on to Ravello, for the of Villa Rufolo. Back to your 
hotel, dinner and overnight. 

6th day: Capri & Anacapri 
After breakfast, transfer to the harbour by minibus. Departure for Capri by boat, one of the most beautiful 
places of the Neapolitan region. Guided tour of the island by minibus, discovering the beautiful Villa San 
Michele and its gardens in Anacapri. Free time for lunch. Visit of the famous “Piazzetta di Capri ” and the 
Augustus Gardens to admire the Faraglioni Rocks. Back to your hotel, dinner and overnight. 

7th Day: Departure: 
After breakfast, transfer to your airport for your return flight. 
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